Oct. 28 & 30  2\textsuperscript{nd} Steering Committee

[Date]
- Oct. 28 (Wed) & 30 (Fri) 10:30 - 12:00

[Participants]
- 9 companies (KOSE, MIZUHA, Takenaka, Meidensha, Yokogawa Electric, Kurita Water, Janssen Pharmaceutical, Konica Minolta, Nikken Lease Kogyo), JST, JICA

[Agenda]
- Report on kick-off on Sep. 11 and intermediate pitch on Oct. 9
- Comments and requests for program from corporate
  - Comments on mentoring and intermediate pitch:
    - Mentor comments are basically appropriate. Making coherent business story based on those comments can be expected.
    - But, some comments are too long. Listening to trainees’ opinions is also required.
    - Many different comments bring some confusions for the team’s direction.
  - Comments on team activity:
    - Team activity with other company’s person is effective.
    - It is unfortunate when a team consists of only one person.
  - Comments on human development:
    - There is some bias towards technology. Learning business story making is more expected.
    - This activity becomes a good opportunity to understand and utilize seeds inside the company.
- Schedule of Advanced Phase program from November
- Introduction of Practical Phase program partnering with UTokyo IPC